
The word "love" in English: OED 

" I. Senses relating to affection and attachment. 

1. a. A feeling or disposition of deep affection or fondness 
for someone, typically arising from a recognition of 
attractive qualities, from natural affinity, or from sympathy 
and manifesting itself in concern for the other's welfare and 
pleasure in his or her presence (distinguished from sexual 
love at sense 4a); great liking, strong emotional attachment; 
(similarly) a feeling or disposition of benevolent 
attachment experienced towards a group or category of 
people, and (by extension) towards one's country or another 
impersonal object of affection. With of, for, to, towards. 
See also brotherly love at BROTHERLY adj. 1b, mother-
love n. at MOTHER n.1 Compounds 7 .......... 

2. In religious use: the benevolence and affection of God 
towards an individual or towards creation; (also) the 
affectionate devotion due to God from an individual; 
regard and consideration of one human being towards 
another prompted by a sense of a common relationship 
to God.  

Cf. CHARITY 2. a. “Love, kindness, affection, natural 
affection: now esp. with some notion of generous or spontaneous 
goodness. . . .!4.!Benevolence*to*one's*neighbours,*especially*to*the*
poor;*the*practical*beneficences*in*which*this*manifests*itself.*.*.*.*
1836***H.*Smith*Tin$Trumpet*I.*105***‘Charity—The*only*thing*that*we*can*
give*away*without*losing*it.’” 

4. a. An intense feeling of romantic attachment which is 
based on sexual attraction; sexual passion combined with 
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liking and concern for the other person. Cf. TRUE-LOVE 
n. 1.......... 

b. An instance of being in love. Also in pl.: love affairs, 
amatory relations........... 

c. The motif of romantic love in imaginative 
literature.......... 

5. Sexual desire or lust, esp. as a physiological instinct; 
amorous sexual activity, sexual intercourse. Cf. to make 
love at Phrases 3a. 

6. a. A person who is beloved of another, esp. a sweetheart 
(cf. TRUE-LOVE n. 2); also (rare) in extended use of 
animals. Cf. LADY-LOVE n. 1. 

b. As a form of address to one's beloved and (in modern 
informal use) also familiarly to a close acquaintance or 
(more widely) anyone whom one encounters. Freq. with 
possessive adjective...... 

{dag}c. In reference to illicit relations: a paramour or lover 
(applied to both men and women)..... 

d. gen. An object of love; a person who or thing which is 
loved, the beloved (of); a passion, preoccupation. See also 
first love n. (b) at FIRST adj. and adv. Special uses 
2a............ 

e. colloq. A charming or delightful person or thing...... 

7. a. Now with capital initial. The personification of 
romantic or sexual affection, usually portrayed as 
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masculine, and more or less identified with the Eros, Amor, 
or Cupid of Classical mythology (formerly sometimes 
feminine, and capable of being identified with Venus). See 
also Phrases 6b....... 

b. In pl. Representations or personifications of Cupid; 
mythological gods of love, or attendants of the goddess of 
love; figures or representations of the god of love. Freq. 
with modifying word..... 

P2. In prepositional phrases with in, into, out of. a. in love 
(with): enamoured (of), filled with love (for); (in extended 
use) very fond (of), much addicted (to). In quot. a1398: 
{dag}in heat (obs.). See also mad in love at MAD adv. 2b 
and madly in love at MADLY adv. 2a....... 

b. to fall (also {dag}be taken, caught) in love: to become 
enamoured; (in extended use) to become passionately 
attached to, dote on. Freq. with with. Also in early use 
{dag}to yfall (also be brought) into love's dance........... 

c. out of love (with): not or no longer in love (with); (in 
extended use) disenchanted or disgusted (with)...... 

d. to fall out of love (with): to cease to be in love (with); (in 
extended use) to become disenchanted or disgusted 
(with)....... 

P3. With to make. a. to make love [after Old Occitan far 
amor (13th cent.), Middle French, French faire l'amour 
(16th cent.; 1622 with reference to sexual intercourse), or 
Italian far l'amore]. (a). To pay amorous attention; to court, 
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woo. Freq. with to. Also in extended use. Now somewhat 
arch....... 

(b). orig. U.S. To engage in sexual intercourse, esp. 
considered as an act of love. Freq. with to, 
with......... [modern usage] 

 P8. love at first sight: the action or state of falling instantly 
in love with someone whom (or, by extension, something 
which) one has never previously seen........ 

P12. the love that dare not speak its name and variants. a. 
Chiefly euphem. Homosexuality........ 

b. In extended use (freq. humorous): any (trivial) 
enthusiasm or predilection regarded as embarrassing, 
shameful, or inappropriate...... OED 

"There are several Greek words for love, as the Greek 
language distinguishes how the word is used. Ancient 
Greek has four distinct words for love: agápe, éros, philía, 
and storgē. However, as with other languages, it has been 
historically difficult to separate the meanings of these 
words. Nonetheless, the senses in which these words were 
generally used are given below. * Agápe (ἀγάπη agápē[1]) 
means "love" (brotherly love) in modern day Greek, such 
as in the term s'agapo (Σ'αγαπώ), which means "I love 
you". In Ancient Greek, it often refers to a general 
affection or deeper sense of "true love" rather than the 
attraction suggested by "eros". Agape is used in the 
biblical passage known as the "love chapter", 1 
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Corinthians 13, and is described there and throughout the 
New Testament as sacrificial love.  

13 If I speak in the tongues[a] of men or of angels, 
but do not have love, I am only a resounding gong or 
a clanging cymbal. 2 If I have the gift of 
prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all 
knowledge,and if I have a faith that can move 
mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. 3 If I 
give all I possess to the poor and give over my body 
to hardship that I may boast,[b] but do not have love, 
I gain nothing. 

4 Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it 
does not boast, it is not proud. 5 It does not dishonor 
others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily 
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. 6 Love does 
not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. 7 It 
always protects, always trusts, always hopes, 
always perseveres. 

8 Love never fails. But where there are 
prophecies, they will cease; where there are 
tongues, they will be stilled; where there is 
knowledge, it will pass away. 9 For we know in 
part and we prophesy in part,10 but when 
completeness comes, what is in part 
disappears. 11 When I was a child, I talked like a 
child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. 
When I became a man, I put the ways of 
childhoodbehind me. 12 For now we see only a 
reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to 
face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, 
even as I am fully known. 

13 And now these three remain: faith, hope and 
love. But the greatest of these is love. 
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Agape is also used in ancient texts to denote feelings for a 
good meal, one's children, and the feelings for a spouse. It 
can be described as the feeling of being content or holding 
one in high regard. * Éros (ἔρως érōs[2]) is passionate 
love, with sensual desire and longing. The Modern Greek 
word "erotas" means "intimate love;" however, eros does 
not have to be sexual in nature. Eros can be interpreted as a 
love for someone whom you love more than the philia, love 
of friendship. It can also apply to dating relationships as 
well as marriage. Plato refined his own definition: 
Although eros is initially felt for a person, with 
contemplation it becomes an appreciation of the beauty 
within that person, or even becomes appreciation of beauty 
itself. Plato does not talk of physical attraction as a 
necessary part of love, hence the use of the word platonic to 
mean, "without physical attraction." Plato also said eros 
helps the soul recall knowledge of beauty, and contributes 
to an understanding of spiritual truth. Lovers and 
philosophers are all inspired to seek truth by eros. The most 
famous ancient work on the subject of eros is Plato's 
Symposium, which is a discussion among the students of 
Socrates on the nature of eros. * Philia (φιλία philía[3]) 
means friendship in modern Greek. It is a dispassionate 
virtuous love, a concept developed by Aristotle. It 
includes loyalty to friends, family, and community, and 
requires virtue, equality and familiarity. In ancient texts, 
philos denoted a general type of love, used for love 
between family, between friends, a desire or enjoyment of 
an activity, as well as between lovers. * Storge (στοργή 
storgē[4]) means "affection" in ancient and modern Greek. 
It is natural affection, like that felt by parents for offspring. 
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Rarely used in ancient works, and then almost exclusively 
as a descriptor of relationships within the family. It is also 
known to express mere acceptance or putting up with 
situations, as in "loving" the tyrant." Wikipedia 
!
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“LOVING-‐KINDNESS”	  +	  METTA	  
	  

Emotive	  Ethics	  =	  deeds	  of	  loving-‐kindness?	  Is	  it	  the	  extension	  of	  Augustine's	  
version	  of	  emotive	  ethics	  to	  animals	  -‐-‐	  "Love	  and	  do	  what	  you	  will"	  -‐-‐	  with	  the	  
understanding	  that	  "love"	  is	  what	  is	  now	  known	  as	  "loving-‐kindness"?	  	  	  
Compare	  to	  Sympathy	  in	  Virtue	  Ethics	  in	  Philosophical	  Ethics?	  
	  
"Loving-‐kindness	  is	  used	  as	  an	  English	  translation	  for	  the	  Hebrew	  word	  	  chesed...	  This	  term	  
is	  used	  often	  in	  the	  book	  of	  Psalms,	  and	  refers	  to	  God's	  acts	  of	  kindness,	  motivated	  by	  
love."	  (This	  loving-‐kindness	  may	  be	  compared	  to	  to	  misericordia	  in	  Latin: misereri, "to 
pity" and/or “to feel mercy,” and cor, "heart"). 
	  
In	  Buddhism	  it	  is	  explained	  in	  the	  Metta	  Sutta	  (circa	  400	  BC)	  ,	  focusing	  on	  the	  
metaphor	  of	  a	  mother's	  protective	  love	  for	  her	  only	  child	  and	  fifteen	  
supporting	  character	  traits.	  The	  Metta	  Sutta	  includes	  meditations	  to	  set	  one's	  
intentions,	  such	  as	  "May	  all	  beings	  be	  happy"	  and	  ways	  to	  radiate	  loving-‐
kindness	  all	  around	  you	  (as	  in	  our	  Ram	  Dass	  guided	  imagery).	  (Wikipedia)	  	  
Metta	  is	  closely	  related	  to	  karuna,	  the	  word	  for	  compassion.	  	  
	  
One	  English	  translation	  of	  the	  Metta	  Sutta:	  	  
	  
“This	  is	  to	  be	  done	  by	  one	  skilled	  in	  aims	  who	  wants	  to	  break	  through	  to	  the	  
state	  of	  peace:	  Be	  capable,	  upright,	  &	  straightforward,	  easy	  to	  instruct,	  gentle,	  
&	  not	  conceited,	  content	  &	  easy	  to	  support,	  with	  few	  duties,	  living	  lightly,	  
with	  peaceful	  faculties,	  masterful,	  modest,	  &	  no	  greed	  for	  supporters.	  Do	  not	  
do	  the	  slightest	  thing	  that	  the	  wise	  would	  later	  censure.	  Think:	  Happy,	  at	  rest,	  
may	  all	  beings	  be	  happy	  at	  heart.	  Whatever	  beings	  there	  may	  be,	  weak	  or	  
strong,	  without	  exception,	  long,	  large,	  middling,	  short,	  subtle,	  blatant,	  seen	  &	  
unseen,	  near	  &	  far,	  born	  &	  seeking	  birth:	  May	  all	  beings	  be	  happy	  at	  heart.	  Let	  
no	  one	  deceive	  another	  or	  despise	  anyone	  anywhere,	  or	  through	  anger	  or	  
irritation	  wish	  for	  another	  to	  suffer.	  As	  a	  mother	  would	  risk	  her	  life	  to	  protect	  
her	  child,	  her	  only	  child,	  even	  so	  should	  one	  cultivate	  a	  limitless	  heart	  with	  
regard	  to	  all	  beings.	  With	  good	  will	  for	  the	  entire	  cosmos,	  cultivate	  a	  limitless	  
heart:	  Above,	  below,	  &	  all	  around,	  unobstructed,	  without	  enmity	  or	  hate.	  
Whether	  standing,	  walking,	  sitting,	  or	  lying	  down,	  as	  long	  as	  one	  is	  alert,	  one	  
should	  be	  resolved	  on	  this	  mindfulness.	  This	  is	  called	  a	  sublime	  abiding	  here	  
&	  now.	  .	  .	  .	  .	  
	  
	  "Karaniya	  Metta	  Sutta:	  Good	  Will"	  (Sn	  1.8),	  translated	  from	  the	  Pali	  by	  Thanissaro	  Bhikkhu.	  
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/kn/snp/snp.1.08.than.html	  	  
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JUDEO-‐CHRISTIAN	  VERSION,	  King	  James	  Bible	  	  
(also	  see	  O.E.D.	  on	  love	  in	  previous	  pages)	  

	  
Leviticus 

17-18  “Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine heart: thou shalt not in 
any wise rebuke thy neighbour, and not suffer sin upon him. Thou shalt not 
avenge, nor bear any grudge against the children of thy people, but thou shalt 
love thy neighbour as thyself: I am the LORD.” 

?UNCONDITIONAL LOVE: 
1 Corinthians 13 on caritas “Though I speak with the tongues of men and of 

angels, and have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling 
cymbal. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, 
and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I could remove 
mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing. And though I bestow all my 
goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned, and have not 
charity, it profiteth me nothing. Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity 
envieth not; charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up,  Doth not behave itself 
unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no 
evil; Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; Beareth all things, 
believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things. Charity never 
faileth:  

John 15:12 “This is my commandment, That ye 

 love one another, as I have loved you. 

 

Love	  vs.	  Fear	  
	  

Matthew 5:43-44 “Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy 
neighbour, and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your enemies, 
bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them 
which despitefully use you, and persecute you;” 
Cf. Luke 6:35;  

1 John 4:18 :”There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: 
because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love.”  
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Ethics	  as	  LOVING-‐KINDNESS	  VS.	  FEAR	  
NATIVE	  AMERICAN	  VERSION:	  

	  

"One	  evening	  an	  old	  Cherokee	  told	  his	  
grandson	  about	  a	  battle	  that	  goes	  on	  inside	  
people.	  He	  said,	  "My	  son,	  the	  battle	  is	  
between	  two	  wolves	  inside	  us	  all.	  The	  

grandson	  thought	  about	  it	  for	  a	  minute	  and	  
then	  asked	  his	  grandfather:	  "One	  is	  Evil.	  It	  is	  
anger,	  envy,	  jealousy,	  sorrow,	  regret,	  greed,	  
arrogance,	  self-‐pity,	  guilt,	  resentment,	  

inferiority,	  lies,	  false	  pride,	  superiority,	  and	  
ego.*	  The	  other	  is	  Good.	  It	  is	  joy,	  peace,	  love,	  

hope,	  serenity,	  humility,	  kindness,	  
benevolence,	  empathy,	  generosity,	  truth,	  

compassion,	  and	  faith."	  The	  grandson	  asked,	  
"Which	  wolf	  wins?"	  The	  old	  Cherokee	  simply	  

replied,	  "The	  one	  you	  feed."	  
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The term biophilia was used by German-born American 
psychoanalyst Erich Fromm in The Anatomy of Human 
Destructiveness (1973), which described biophilia as “the passionate 
love of life and of all that is alive.” The term was later used by 
American biologist Edward O. Wilson ** in his work Biophilia (1984), 
which proposed that the tendency of humans to focus on and to 
affiliate with nature and other life-forms has, in part, a genetic 
basis. Encyclopedia Britannica 
 
Biophilia( is( the( feeling( that( we( are( deeply,( instinctively( connected( to( all(
living(beings,(a(love(for(all(forms(of(life.(
The(chief(obstacle(to(an(environmental(ethic( is(“biophobia,”(an( instinctive(
“morbid(or(superstitious(fear(of(animals”:(

(“3.(A(love(of(or(empathy(with(the(natural(world,(esp.(when(seen(as(a(
human( instinct”;( “philia”:( (( “amity,( affection,( friendship;( fondness,(
liking.”((
Vs.( Biophobia:( “(b)$avoidance( of( contact( with( animals,( plants,( or(
organic(materials;( strong(aversion( to( aspects(of( the(natural(world”;(
“phobia”:( “fear,( horror,( strong( dislike,( or( aversion.”( (( “Biophobia(
ranges( from( discomfort( in( ‘natural’( places( to( active( scorn( for(
whatever( is( not( manEmade,( managed,( or( airEconditioned”( (OED(
citation:(Orr(1993,(416).( (Hence(the(“emotional(spectra”(of( the(two(
responses( ranges( “from( attraction( to( aversion,( from( awe( to(
indifference,(from(peacefulness(to(fearEdriven(anxiety”((Wilson(1993:(
31).((OED). 

 
**Edward O Wilson, is the foremost proponent of sociobiology, the 
study of the genetic basis of the social behaviour of all animals, 
including humans. After receiving a doctorate in biology at Harvard 
University in 1955, he was a member of Harvard’s biology 
and zoology faculties from 1956 to 1976. At Harvard he was later 
Frank B. Baird Professor of Science (1976–94), Mellon Professor of 
the Sciences (1990–93), and Pellegrino University Professor (1994–
97; professor emeritus from 1997). In addition, Wilson served as 
curator in entomology at Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology 
(1973–97).  .  Encyclopedia Britannica 
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The	  brahmavihāras	  (sublime	  attitudes,	  lit.	  "abodes	  of	  brahma")	  are	  a	  series	  of	  
four	  Buddhist	  virtues	  and	  the	  meditation	  practices	  made	  to	  cultivate	  them.	  They	  are	  
also	  known	  as	  the	  four	  immeasurables	  (Sanskrit:	  apramāṇa,	  Pāli:appamaññā).[1][2]	  
According	  to	  the	  Metta	  Sutta,	  Gautama	  Buddha	  held	  that	  cultivation	  of	  the	  four	  
immeasurables	  has	  the	  power	  to	  cause	  the	  practitioner	  to	  be	  reborn	  into	  a	  
"Brahmā	  realm"	  (Pāli:	  Brahmaloka).[3]	  The	  meditator	  is	  instructed	  to	  radiate	  out	  to	  all	  
beings	  in	  all	  directions	  the	  mental	  states	  of:	  1)	  loving-‐kindness	  or	  benevolence	  2)	  
compassion	  3)	  empathetic	  joy	  4)	  equanimity	  .	  .	  .	  .These	  virtues	  are	  also	  highly	  regarded	  
by	  Buddhists	  as	  powerful	  antidotes	  to	  negative	  mental	  states	  (non-‐virtues)	  such	  as	  
avarice,	  anger	  and	  pride.	  .	  .	  .	  
When	  developed	  to	  a	  high	  degree	  in	  meditation,	  these	  attitudes	  are	  said	  to	  make	  the	  
mind	  "immeasurable"	  and	  like	  the	  mind	  of	  the	  loving	  Brahmā	  (gods).[9]	  	  
Other	  translations:	  English:	  ....four	  divine	  emotions,	  four	  sublime	  attitudes.	  

The	  four	  immeasurables	  are:	  

1. Loving-‐kindness	  (Pāli:	  mettā,	  Sanskrit:	  maitrī)	  towards	  all:	  the	  hope	  that	  a	  person	  will	  be	  
well;	  "the	  wish	  that	  all	  sentient	  beings,	  without	  any	  exception,	  be	  happy."[11]	  

2. Compassion	  (Pāli	  and	  Sanskrit:	  karuṇā):	  the	  hope	  that	  a	  person's	  sufferings	  will	  
diminish;	  "the	  wish	  for	  all	  sentient	  beings	  to	  be	  free	  from	  suffering."[11]	  

3. Empathetic	  joy	  (Pāli	  and	  Sanskrit:	  muditā):	  joy	  in	  the	  accomplishments	  of	  a	  person—
oneself	  or	  another;	  sympathetic	  joy;	  "the	  wholesome	  attitude	  of	  rejoicing	  in	  the	  
happiness	  and	  virtues	  of	  all	  sentient	  beings."[11]	  *	  

4. Equanimity	  (Pāli:	  upekkhā,	  Sanskrit:	  upekṣā):	  learning	  to	  accept	  loss	  and	  gain,	  good-‐
repute	  and	  ill-‐repute,	  praise	  and	  censure,	  sorrow	  and	  happiness	  (Attha	  Loka	  
Dhamma),[12]	  all	  with	  detachment,	  equally,	  for	  oneself	  and	  for	  others.	  Equanimity	  is	  
"not	  to	  distinguish	  between	  friend,	  enemy	  or	  stranger,	  but	  regard	  every	  sentient	  being	  
as	  equal.	  It	  is	  a	  clear-‐minded	  tranquil	  state	  of	  mind—not	  being	  overpowered	  by	  
delusions,	  mental	  dullness	  or	  agitation."[13]	  

	  	  
.	  .	  .	  .	  while	  the	  four	  immeasurables	  might	  be	  delineated	  as	  attitudes	  to	  the	  future	  or	  past,	  
they	  contain	  the	  seed	  of	  the	  "present"	  within	  their	  core;	  as	  they	  manifest	  new	  ways	  to	  act	  
(a	  living	  embodied	  practice).	  In	  this	  context,	  a	  living	  bodied	  practice	  can	  be	  a	  dedicated	  
intention	  that	  we	  are	  in	  the	  "here	  and	  now";	  that	  is	  to	  say	  we	  experience	  both	  a	  tranquil	  
awareness	  of	  at	  once	  a)	  our	  own	  and	  other	  being's	  gifts	  and	  accomplishments	  and	  b)	  
tranquil	  awareness	  of	  moments	  where	  our	  own	  and	  other	  being's	  actions	  do	  not	  reflect	  the	  
four	  immeasurables.[14]....[	  Loving-‐kindness	  and	  compassion	  can	  both	  be	  viewed	  as	  hopes	  
for	  the	  future	  leading,	  where	  possible,	  to	  action	  aimed	  at	  realizing	  those	  hopes.]	  	  

	  
.	  .	  .	  .	  Central	  to	  Buddhist	  spiritual	  practice	  is	  a	  deep	  appreciation	  of	  the	  present	  moment	  
and	  the	  possibilities	  that	  exist	  in	  the	  present	  for	  waking	  up	  and	  being	  free	  of	  
suffering.[15]	  	  .	  .	  .	  .	  
	  	  
*[“Buddhist	  teachers	  interpret	  mudita	  more	  broadly	  as	  an	  inner	  spring	  of	  infinite	  joy	  
that	  is	  available	  to	  everyone	  at	  all	  times,	  regardless	  of	  circumstances.	  "The	  more	  deeply	  
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one	  drinks	  of	  this	  spring,	  the	  more	  securely	  one	  becomes	  in	  one's	  own	  abundant	  
happiness,	  the	  more	  bountiful	  it	  becomes	  to	  relish	  the	  joy	  of	  other	  people."	  Joy	  is	  also	  
traditionally	  regarded	  as	  the	  most	  difficult	  to	  cultivate	  of	  the	  four	  
immeasurables	  (brahmavihārā:	  also	  "four	  sublime	  attitudes").	  To	  show	  joy	  is	  to	  
celebrate	  happiness	  and	  achievement	  in	  others	  even	  when	  we	  are	  facing	  tragedy	  
ourselves.[2]	  	  
[Elizabeth	  J.	  Harris,	  A	  Journey	  into	  Buddhism	  Source	  for	  Free	  Distribution	  with	  
permission	  from	  Access	  to	  Insight	  and	  the	  Buddhist	  Publication	  Society	  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mudita	  ]	  
	  
Although	  this	  form	  of	  these	  ideas	  has	  a	  Buddhist	  origin,	  the	  ideas	  themselves	  are	  in	  no	  
way	  sectarian.	  The	  Sarvodaya	  Shramadana	  Movement	  uses	  them	  in	  public	  meditation	  
events	  in	  Sri	  Lanka	  bringing	  together	  Buddhists,	  Hindus,	  Muslims,	  
and	  Christians.	  Rudyard	  Kipling's	  inspirational	  poem	  If	  refers	  to	  the	  idea	  of	  upekkhā	  in	  
calling	  Triumph	  and	  Disaster	  impostors.	  
	  

In	  the	  Tevijja	  Sutta:	  The	  Threefold	  Knowledge	  of	  the	  Majjhima	  Nikaya	  set	  of	  scriptures,	  
Buddha	  Shākyamuni	  is	  asked	  the	  way	  to	  fellowship/companionship/communion	  with	  
Brahma.	  He	  replies	  that	  he	  personally	  knows	  the	  world	  of	  Brahma	  and	  the	  way	  to	  it,	  and	  
explains	  the	  meditative	  method	  for	  reaching	  it	  by	  using	  an	  analogy	  of	  the	  resonance	  of	  
the	  conch	  shell	  of	  theaṣṭamaṅgala:	  

A	  monk	  suffuses	  the	  world	  in	  the	  four	  directions	  with	  a	  mind	  of	  benevolence,	  
then	  above,	  and	  below,	  and	  all	  around	  –	  the	  whole	  world	  from	  all	  sides,	  
completely,	  with	  a	  benevolent,	  all-‐embracing,	  great,	  boundless,	  peaceful	  and	  
friendly	  mind	  …	  Just	  as	  a	  powerful	  conch-‐blower	  makes	  himself	  heard	  with	  no	  
great	  effort	  in	  all	  four	  [cardinal]	  directions,	  so	  too	  is	  there	  no	  limit	  to	  the	  
unfolding	  of	  [this]	  heart-‐liberating	  benevolence.	  This	  is	  a	  way	  to	  communion	  
with	  Brahma.[16]	  

The	  Buddha	  then	  says	  that	  the	  monk	  must	  follow	  this	  up	  with	  an	  equal	  suffusion	  of	  the	  
entire	  world	  with	  mental	  projections	  of	  compassion,	  sympathetic	  joy,	  and	  equanimity	  
(regarding	  all	  beings	  with	  an	  eye	  of	  equality).	  .	  .	  .	  .	  In	  an	  authoritative	  Jain	  scripture,	  
the	  Tattvartha	  Sutra	  (Chapter	  7,	  sutra	  11),	  there	  is	  a	  mention	  of	  four	  right	  sentiments:	  
Maitri,	  pramoda,	  karunya,	  madhyastha.	  

1.	  Jon	  Wetlesen,	  Did	  Santideva	  Destroy	  the	  Bodhisattva	  Path?	  Jnl	  Buddhist	  Ethics,	  Vol.	  9,	  2002	  (accessed	  March	  2010)	  
2.	  Bodhi,	  Bhikkhu.	  Abhidhammattha	  Sangaha:	  A	  Comprehensive	  Manual	  of	  Abhidhamma.	  BPS	  Pariyatti	  Editions,	  2000,	  p.	  89.	  Peter	  
Harvey,	  "An	  Introduction	  to	  Buddhist	  Ethics."	  Cambridge	  University	  Press,	  2000,	  page	  104.	  
	  3.	  AN	  4.125,	  Metta	  Sutta.	  See	  note	  2	  on	  the	  different	  kinds	  of	  Brahmas	  mentioned.	  
9.	  Peter	  Harvey,	  "An	  Introduction	  to	  Buddhist	  Ethics."	  Cambridge	  University	  Press,	  2000,	  page	  104.	  
11.	  Buddhist	  Studies	  for	  Secondary	  Students,	  Unit	  6:	  The	  Four	  Immeasurables	  
12.	  http://www.accesstoinsight.org/lib/authors/piyadassi/wheel001.html	  
13.	  A	  View	  on	  Buddhism,	  THE	  FOUR	  IMMEASURABLES:	  Love,	  Compassion,	  Joy	  and	  Equanimity	  	  
http://viewonbuddhism.org/immeasurables_love_compassion_equanimity_rejoicing.html	  
14.	  Allen,	  Kim.	  "Beautifying	  the	  Mind:	  Benevolence".	  http://www.audiodharma.org/.	  Retrieved	  16	  January	  2014.	  
15.	  Fronsdal,	  Gil.	  "The	  Issue	  at	  Hand".	  theinsightmeditioncenter.com.	  Retrieved	  16	  January	  2014.	  
16.	  Majjhimanikaya,	  tr.	  by	  Kurt	  Schmidt,	  Kristkeitz,	  Berlin,	  1978,	  p.261,	  tr.	  by	  Tony	  Page.	  
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brahma-‐viharas	  
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64 The New Empathy: Rethinking Human Nature 

they allow us to do what needs to be 
with other animals or among ourselves. 

done, whether healing our conflicts 

(p. 2) 

As research is beginning to suggest, this does mean 
al . d not need to be taught. Instea umans 1av 

natur , it oes . d pathy does need to be nurtured. Tony 
etition and for cooperation an em h 

of the Institute for the Study and Practice of Non-violence, t 
"You' can be taught to be a Spartan or an Athenian-and you can e t: 
b h" (Szalavitz, 2010, n.p.). As discussed earlier in the the o e 

ot . . t t in isolation from 1t. Thus, brain" develops in relationship to its envrronmen ' no h 
. is critical to its flourishing. Our empathy, and the en1pat y we 

teaching empathy . . al d planet In the following 
teach must extend to all living beings: human, an1m ' an . . al d 
h , I mine these three core components of empathy: human, antm ' an 

c apter, ersonal ex erience and reflections with contemporary research 
planet, weaving P P h £ h multicultural teacher education 
to sketch an outline of a new empat y or t e 
classroo1n. 

5 
EMPATHY FOR All 

Expanding the Moral Circle 

Empathy is at the heart of progressive thought. It is the capacity to put oneself in the 
shoes of others-not just individuals, but whole categories of people: one's coun-
tryinen, those in other countries, other living beings, especially those who are in 
some way oppressed, threatened, or harmed. Empathy is the capacity to care, to feel 
what others feel, to understand what others are facing and what their lives are like. 
Empathy extends well beyond feeling to understanding, and it extends beyond 
individuals to groups, communities, peoples, even species. Empathy is at the heart of 
real rationality, because it goes to the heart of our values, which are the basis of our 
sense of justice. 

(George Lakoff, 2009, n.p.) 

Johnny Got His Gun was an incredibly devastating book. We hear of quadriplegics 
and paraplegics after a war, but these facts become meaningless faces and numbers, 
we never stop to think of the person involved. you sit and try to imagine yourself 
without any legs, arms, mouth, nose,- eyes, or hearing, you begin to really feel it. 

(Nadine Dolby, October 18, 1984) 

Multicultural education's relationship with empathy has been variously non-existent, 
tangential, or rocky. & I discussed at length in chapter 3, there are powerful his-
torical reasons for this. Multicultural education responded to the urgent need in the 
1960s and 1970s to build a more just, ·equitable society, primarily within the bounds 
of the United States. As a field, multicultural education fought to make institutional 
space for conversations about social justice and education and to ensure that the 
political and legal victories of those decades were a jumping off point for changing 
the consciousness of all future generations of_teachers. Empathy, understood tradi-
tionally as emotion or purely a matter of the "hea1t," was not central to this vision. 
The revolutionary changes that wei-e heralded to be on the horizon in the 1960s 
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66 Empathy All 

and 1970s Were focused on altering the essential political and economic structures of 
our society. Much of this forward progress came to an abrupt halt in the 1980s, as 
the United States entered a fundamentally more conservative era with the election 
of Ronald Reagan. Like many other progressive movements, multicultural educa-
tion worked to maintain the ground it had gained and to expand as it could within 
a context that was decidedly less welcoming. 

More than 40 years after the beginning of the multicultural education move-
n1ent, the world has changed dramatically. A multicultural education that is pri-
marily focused on the United States, and exclusively concerned w:ith human 
relationships, no longer n1eets the immense challenges of today's world. The eco-
nomic problems we face are unquestionably global in nature; trumped up fears of 
ten·or whole continents and global warming is a threat to all life on the 
planet. Peace, social justice, and progressive values are just as impo1tant as they were 
40 years ago. The world is still consumed by wars, by inequality, and by suffering. 
Video games are violent; the physical abuse of women, children, and anin1als is 
rampant; right-wing militia movements spread hatred and fear. Yet, despite these 
crushing and sobering realities, there are signs of hope. There are growing move-
n1ents against the very rOots of how we structure society: structures that are just as 
important as those that were dismantled in the 1960s and 1970s. Today's most 
globally influential n1ovements are built on transforming hun1ans' relationships with 
other hu1nans, hun1ans' relationships w:ith animals, and humans' relationship with 
the environn1ent. There are thousands of them worldwide: movements for sustain-
ability, slow food (and just "slow!"), community supported agriculture, campaigns 
for animal welfure and animal rights, dialogues across human differences, "love your 
neighbor" dinners, buying green, fair trade, Occupy Wall Street, socially responsible 
investing and creating a new American dream-one outside of hypercapitalism. 
Some of these ideas have been around for decades if not hundreds of years, but are 
slowly and steadily becoming 1nainstream. In other cases, these movements revive 
ways of life that were lost in tbe move to urbanization and industrial food produc-
tio:rl throughout the 20th century. In still other cases, new challenges (e.g., global 
wanning) require new responses. All focus on strengthening and remaking 
relationships between all living things. Some are directly critical of capitalism, 
racism, sexism, heterosexism, and other forms of oppression, and some are not. 
All,. however, provide new ways and frameworks for imagining a different world: 
one in which empathy for all is a defining concept and pursuit. These are the spaces 
that multicultural education must look to now for inspiration and for renewed 
passion. 

In this chapter, I first discuss the concept of "informed empathy." Building on 
Deborah's Meier's (1996) use of the term, I suggest that it can provide a new 
foundation for multicultural teacher education. Using Peter Singer's "The Drowning 
Child and the Expanding Circle" as a fra1nework, I argue for the importance of 
teaching an informed etnpathy that encompasses all living things, regardless of how 
"near" or "far" they are from our (current) circle of moral regard. I then expand on 
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the three necessary components of infonned empathy: empathy for other humans 
(including our own students), empathy for animals, and empathy for the environ-
ment.. It is humans are animals and I could collapse that category into one. 
And tndeed, tn th1s book, I arn most concerned with the continuities between 
"humans" and "animals," with the similarities that count and matter. For the 

however, I am focused on ways that multicultural education can enlarge its 
v1s1on and, for most readers, "animals" are still in a fundamentally different sphere 
than humans. I hope, however, that this book works to begin to gently push those 

distinct spheres together and eventually challenges the very categories and 
div1s1ons I en1ploy here. This chapter focuses on why we need to tap the resources 
of _e111pathy and exanUnes the three necessary components. In the next chapter 
I directly address the challenges of the multicultural teacher education classroom. 

Informed Empathy and the Expanding Moral Circle 

Writing in 1996, before scientific research on innate empathy in humans and ani-
mals was well known, Meier recognized both its importance and its limitations, 
commenting that: 

our natural. inclination to empathize seems not to extend ·very. far. ... 
We empathize best, of course, w:ith those most like ourselves and for whoin 
we have natural ties and shared self-interest. But in the modem world our 
long-range self-interest depends upon o"ur going far beyOnd this, and to do so 
requires rigorous and continuous schooling directed toward precisely such an 
end. 

(n.p.) 

As emerging is_ beginning to indicate, Meier's assumptions were most likely 
b1ological 1n1pulses suggest that we have the most innate empathy and 

identification for those who are "near" us and less for those who ar·e «r "1 p ,, 1ar. or 
research done at the Virtual Human Interaction Lab at Stanford University 

dunng _the began to demonstrate patterns between voting behavior 
and similanties between voters and candidates (Bailenson, Iyengar, Yee, and 
Collins, 2008). In laboratory experiments, researchers took photos of participants' 
faces and then morphed approximately one third of their photo with a photo of, for 
example, Bill or Hillary Clinton. As Paul Ehrlich and Robert Ornstein (2010) vvrite: 

When asked to pick which Clinton image they preferred, the people on the 
[the study participants] chose the one with a part of them moiphed into 

lt, they were nnaware of its co?1position. This is an important 
findmg, for it shows that we like familiar people even more when they are, 
undetectably, made to look more similar to us. 

(p. 68) 
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. . tudies (e g Stiinner, Snyder, Kropp, and Siem, 
This research and other . al .. ,ult ·al (or a combination thereof), we 

h h ther it is biologic or c ur · 2006) suggest t at w e . .th . dividuals who resemble us 1n 
d h pathize more w1 , 1n 

tend to favor, an per aps em f our moral obligations to s· t's (1997) well-known story 0 b h son1e \Vay. Petet: 1nge th with those who are near, at 
d . ng child underscores that em pa Y 

rescue a rovvm · t difficult· 
hi all and in terms of identification, is no . 

geograp c Y 
. students to think about the ethics of what _we _owe to 

To challenge my . . h their route to the university takes 
. d I k them to unagtne t at hild people m nee , as . I t them you notice a c 

hall d One mon11ng, say 0 ' 
them past a s ow pan · . T d in and pull the child out . d to be drowning. o wa e 
has full en 1n an appears h t our clothes wet and muddy, 

b 't ill mean t at you ge Y would be easy ut 1 w h will have missed your first 
and by the time .You go home and c ange you 

class. . h obligation to rescue the child? 
k th t dents· do you ave any 

I then as e s u. . the do. The import:;i.nce of saving a child so 
Unanimously, the students say y ' 1 h ddy and missing a class, that 

f tt" g one s c ot es mu . 
fur outweighs the cost o ge in. f c not saving the child. Does it . d · n kind 0 excuse LOr 
they refuse to cons1 er it a Y h ple walking past the pond 

di.tr 1 k that there are ot er peo 
n1ake a uerence, as ' h hild but are not doing so? No, the 

ld ally be able to rescue t e c . who \.VOU equ d . hat they ought to do 1s no 
d 1 tl1e fact that others are not o1ng w 

stu en ts rep Y' d 
h I h ld t do what I ought to o. d 

reason w Y s au no bli t" 5 to rescue the drowning chil all clear about our o ga ion 
Once we are . k difference if the child were far away, 

f I ask· would lt ma e any d all in front o us, · b "mil l in danger of death, an equ Y 
h t perhaps ut s1 ar Y in anot er coun ry ' d absolutely no danger-to t ve at no great cost-an f within your means 0 sa ' . d . ility make no moral di -

. all all ree that distance an nauon f 
yourself? V 1rtu Y ag . h e are all in that situation o 

h . ti I then point out t at w h 
ference to t e s1tua on. d· all save lives of people, bot 

. the shallow pon we can the person pass1ng · . di and we can do so at a very 
children and adults, who would othetwlSe e, 

small cost to us. J n1 6 2011 n p) 
(Retrieved at http://www.newint.org on anua.i ' ' .. 

. aches the story of the drowning child from the per-
As a philosopher, Singer appro . all bligated to do. He argues that 

h h man beings, are mar Y 0 
spective of w at we, as u . . . th child in the pond as to stran-moral obligation to e 
we are under the exact same . D. (and nationality, as he frames 

d . housands of rmles away. istance h 
gers who are ymg t "bility Singer is correct: we do ave 

d·a: · our moral respons1 · f 
it) make no iuerence in h ld But looking through the lens o 

"bili" . t others and to t e wor . h such responst ties 0 . . . ght First it is true t at our h can lead us to different 1ns1 s. ' . . 
new research on empat y h h . al experience of imagnnng the . . . h me However, t e p ys1c . . 
n1oral obhgation is t e sa . h" tion in different ways from imagm-

hild mm.on an empat 1c reac d drowning c may su alf ld y Most of the undergra uates 
f 1 mg h a war awa . ing the experience o peop e starv 
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in Peter Singer's class at Princeton would have had the experience of a pond, per-
haps of playing in one themselves or watching young children play. Singer also 
personalizes the narrative for them by situating them in a car, driving to class. The 
building blocks of what we understand to be empathy are is easy for the 
students to put themselves in the shoes of the drowning child or the drowning 
child's parent. 

What is unmentioned are any differences between the undergraduate hearing the 
story and the child who is drowning. And this, of course, .is a more nuanced 
understanding of what it means to have empathy for those who are "far": referring 
not solely to geographic distance but to those who are far from us in life experience 
and identity, even though we live across the street from them or, if I am a freshman 
in college, share a room with them. In the example Singer discusses, it is of course 
possible, and perhaps even probable, that given the lack of details supplied, the 
typical white Princeton undergraduate naturally envisions a drowning child who is 
very much like him or herself, perhaps white and wealthy. The holes in the narra-
tive, as presented; allow the listener to create a situation in his/her mind that is 
intrinsically wired for sameness, not difference. 

The drowning child in Peter Singer's narrative is "near" to the listeners of 
the story both geographically and in te1ms of the familiarity they can project on the 
situation. While in the abstract the students in Singer's class agree that they have the 
same rnoral obligation to those who are "far" from them, this is not how they act in 
everyday life. Their empathy for those who are "far" from them is not as well 
developed. It is equally easy to in1agine that when Singer invokes those who are 
":fur" that privileged students at Princeton picture themselves in their own living 
room, watching the news about yet another famine or war in Africa. The children 
on their high definition, flat screen television are all black and malnourished-some 
on the brink of death, undoubtedly. The Princeton students may feel sympathy, but 
not empathy. They have no experience of being in (or even near) the shoes of 
starving people: of a classroom of hundreds, perhaps just a handful even have any 
experience of poverty in Afiica or elsewhere. 

Thus, Princeton students do what comes naturally to they cannot n1entally 
project themselves into a refugee camp in Africa, with all of the sounds, smells, and 
reality of human suffering. Instead, they place themselves in their dorm room, 
watching this suffering on television. The distance is simply too great to overcome 
through the natural instinct for empathy. Morality tells us we must act. But human 
behavior is grounded in more than simply what is the correct course of action: we 
must be able to empathize in order to act in a meaningful way. Television news 
reports about starving children can spur syn1pathy and can raise money for emer-
gency relief or charity. Informed empathy-empathy that carries with it the 
potential for change, not charity-is more co1nplex. While it appears that empathy 
may be biological that does not 1nean that it happens "naturally" in every situation, 
as Meier and others (e.g., Brody, 2010) have noted. Instead, empathy may occur 
most naturally for those who are "closest to us": it is relatively easy to step into 
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those shoes. For those who are far, the situation is more complicated. It may be 
easy to conjure up feelings of sympathy, but empathy is more difficult. When 
we have no understanding of the actual circun1stances faced by other human 
beings, the instinct inay be there but is not enough. Empathy for those who are 
"far" fro1n us inust be explicitly nurtured, encouraged, and taught if it is to 
flourish. Such an approach to empathy builds on the biological impulses that are in 
all of us but understands that those iinpulses are merely places to begin. I suggest 
how difficult this has been for me, personally, with the second epigraph at the 
beginning of this chapter, which is excerpted from a journal I was required to keep 
iii Howard Zinn's political science class in 1984. After reading]ohnny Got His Gun, 
I_ seemed to start the challenging work of moving from sympathy to informed 
empathy. Certainly it is easy to pity someone without any lin1bs: but to attempt to 
stretch myself into the reality of someone whose experience was very "far" from.my 
own as an able-bQdied teenager, that is the real work of a meaningful, informed 
empathy. 

At this core of incorporating informed empathy into multicultural teacher edu-
cation is the inherent challenge of strengthening empathy for those who are "far" 
from us. It goes well beyond the current, limited uses of empathy in multicultural 
teacher education (and other aspects of preservice teacher education) and instead 
centers informed empathy as the key organizing principle for introducto1y classes. 
Gloria Ladson-Billings (1992) suggested this approach 20 years ago, discussing how 
teachers fro1n privileged backgrounds can be moved frorri sympathy to empathy: 
"Instead of feeling sorry for these students, these teachers learn to feel with students 
as they guide them to practical and powerful resolutions of problems that are 
amenable to student-conceived solutions" (p. 388). Building on Ladson-Billings' 
insight, this new approach taps into empathy as a gateway to hope; working with 
our students' innate in1pulses to do good in the world, and empowering them 
to do so. 

Singer's story of the drowning child draws on Irish historian W. E. H. Lecky's 
(1869) idea of the expanding moral circle. Despite the strengths of Meier's and 
Ladson-Billings' use of"informed empathy,'' their moral circles generally encompass 
humans only. But following Singer, I suggest that our moral circle must be larger: it 
n1ust include the drowning dog, bear, insect, and tree. Of course, drowning can be 
both imn1ediate and literal (do we have an obligation to rescue a dog drowning in 
the pond in front of us?) and removed and metaphorical (do we have an obligation 
to save the polar ice caps?). Furthermore, the survival of humans, animals, and the 
planet are inextricably bound together: we have accomplished nothing if we put 
our energy solely into remaking the human world, as much of multicultural teacher 
education has done historically, while destroying the planet. In 1992, David Orr 
(1992/1993) observed, "For the most part, however, we are still e_ducating the 
young as if there were no planetary einergency" (p. 1). Twenty years later, the 
e111ergency, and the need for an informed empathy that encompasses all living 
things, is even more urgent. 
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As I discuss later in the book in cha 7 . 
one I discuss here-is not enough Ulp 1' ;onn o.f empathy-mcluding the 
. · tlmate y 1ntormed empath b . d Justice so that it is not simpl b ' Y must e tie to Y a out personal transform ti b 
insights gained to improve th 1. f. all a on, ut uses the new e rves o humans and .mal . 
explains the concept of informed empathy d h . . s. Meier (1996) 

an w y 1t ls so cnttcal to democracy; 

it [democracy] depends on our developing the habit f . . 
shoes of others-both intellectual] d . o stepping into the 

Y an emotionally w d li 
able to experience, if even for a very short time the ·,.d e to be 

. d f h , eas, i.ee ngs pams a d nun sets o ot ers even when d · ' ' n ' omg so creates some discomfort. 

(n.p.) 
This infi?rmed empathy, 
with our own students. 

as I discuss below, must St"•t " ,, "--' near -with ourselves and 

Empathy Near and Far: Starting with Our Students 
I read Black Boy this weekend and fi . h d . . 
down. I think the most I:: 1: in one .sitting. I could not put it 
place in this country in this centuryg It g ad out thihs. book was that it took 

1 h . maemet1nkofhowh d 
peop e ave struggled to get where they are and how oth k ar 
for granted. ers ta e everythmg 

(Nadine Dolby, Septembet 25, 1984) 

It does not take many weeks for the atmos here in a . 
tion class to become strained Whil P multicultural teacher educa-

. e some students come · · h h b Ii 
class is just "politically correct" d li tl m wit t e e ef that the 

an t e more others ar 'd bl 
though generally clueless about why the n , d b e cons1 era y more open, 
"caring" and "helpful ,, Th d . y ee to e there. After all, they are · ey are goo rnillennial . th l 
read to seniors, babysit volunteer at su s. ey v_o unteer, do charity work, 
Really, what more couid we want fr mmh er ,camps,. p1ck- up trash, and recycle. 

om t em. And 1t is · that this is all tlue. Students h important to remember 
w o want to becon1e teach I 

solely by money and dreams of b . milli" . ers are rare y motivated 
eing a ona.rre by ag 30 ( d ·r h are gone by week 2) and m t f h e an 1 t ey are they os o t em are not ruthl 1 · . 

Yet, by week 3 or 4 who the all ess y compettave nor arrogant. 
' Y actu y are starts to r. pleasantries of the first two k h seep out aiter the guarded 

wee s ave passed. And th · _ . 
emerge is usually the same one th t la e picture that begms to 
b a we saw st semester Ia t d efore that: a group of stud t h d ' s year, an the year en s w o un erstand very littl b h 
have not reflected on their own identities at all d h eha out t e world, who 
ence with anyone who 1·s J'= fr ' an w 0 ave almost no experi-u.1.uerent om thernselv T f 
(and adults), they seem to exist . li tl es. o some o us, as instructors 
them and many scholars do. i: bubble. is easy to critique 
empathize: to begin to take a walk . h h ' owever, IS to understand and 

ln t e s oes of a 19 year old with limited 
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those donated toys within the stark reality and troubling context of contemporary 
Haiti, and to begin to do the only things we can do that will really bring joy, 
laughter and ·hope: ask difficult questions, move beyond sympathy and reflect on 
what needs to be done to bring about global change. 

Empathy and the Expanding Circle: Moving Beyond Humans 
The question is not, Can they reason? nor, Can they talk? but, Can they suffer? 

(Jeremy Bentham, 194811823, p. 311, emphasis is the author
1
s) 

On the outside of all of the cats' cages are cards that tell prospective adopters 
son1ething about the cat. Often there is little to say, except "found at such and such 
an address" and "a sweet cat." But so1netimes there are stories about cats who have 
been abandoned when owners move out of an apartment building or animals who 

have been badly injured. 
Flint had such a sto1y. The brief desciiption on Flint's cage indicated that he had 

been thrown from a car. I tried to imagine the type of person who would do such a 
thing. And then I started thinking about the 300 undergraduates I educate every 
semester: what if they came out of my multicultural education classes understanding 
respect for hu1nans, but stiJl capable of throwing a cat out of a car window? Am I 
content "':"'ith a syllabus that underscores respect and equality for humans, but says 

nothing about animals? 
It is difficult enough to volunteer at an animal shelter. It is hard to imagine 

working there. Day after day, animals arrive who are neglected, abused, sick, and/or 
abandoned: some survive to make it to the "adoptables" areas of the shelter, others 
do not. Cats and dogs who have been abandoned when their owners moved out of 
apartments and left them locked inside with no food or water while pregnant 
(Deedee); 17-year-old cats (Garfield and Arlene) who have been given away near 
the end of their lives; puppies rescued from deplorable conditions in puppy mills. 
Those who are eligible for adoption can fuce long waits: there are cats who wait 
two- or more years to be adopted, particularly and sadly black cats. Two years is a 
very long time to live in a cage. Some shelters (not the one where I volunteer) are 
forced to euthanize just for sp_ace. Shelter staff must make horrible choices each day. 

Our relationships with animals begin early and naturally in childhood. This idea, 
rmed biophilia by the biologist and conservationist E. 0. Wilson (2002), is 

fined as the innate tendency to focus upon life and lifelike forms, and in some 
instances to affiliate with them emotionally" (p. 134; see also Wilson, 1984). Gail 
Melson (2001), whose research focuses on the social development of young 

children, explains; 

The biophilia hypothesis ... suggests that a predisposition to attune to animals 
and other living things is part of the human evolutionary heritage, a product 
of our coevolution as omnivores with the animals and planets on which our 
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survival depends. Biophilia d · hildr 
h 

ep1cts c en as born assuming a connection 
wit other living things. 

IP· 19) 

Animals are part of childhood Ani al . books, from "real" animals t . h m. s in the vast majority of Children's 
0 t e arnmal-hke characters who po ul hild , 

books frol!l classics such as Goodninht Mo t th P ate c ren s d h 6 on o e more contemporary Ma' M 
aug ter, who was three when I was writing this book h isy. Y 

count). Of these only three books do not featur . al as books (at last 
137 books were ac uired . e arum s. ppro:xlmately 10 of the 
In the other 127 :: . gifts, etc.) to specifically teach about animals. 
animals two p::im ths are_ incidental. Of the three books that do not feature 
animal ,on the floor. :: so;eb way: is a rubber duck or a stuffed 

. al oo a out tratns has no animals at all Cl l 
arum s ar:e an intrinsic part of childh d h th · ear y, th . nl . oo ' w e er our human relationship w'th 

analhysis of the role 

1

0
£ ( 

cha d · th ps etvveen umans and animal 
nge unng e course of one's life and schooling: · s 

Many cultures recognize the affinity of children for . . 
images that link children to animals At th . and build on its 
cultures ·aduall b . · e same tlrne, children in Western 

. gt y a sorb a worldv1ew of humans as radicall distinct fr 
supenor to other species, the human as "top d g" th y l . om and 
of being. 0 on e evo ut1onary chain 

IP· 20) 

As Nel Noddings (2006) suggests s h . . . . 
beliefs about the relationship pherspectlves are to Judea-Christian 

een umans and animals th h h 
Western religious traditions (e.g. Buddh. ) 1 d . . .' o:g ot er, non-
the human-animal boundaiy ess ualisnc m theic thinking about J 

Educational scholarship and research h b l . as een sow to recogruze th · 
of animals to education. Helena Pedersen (2010) 'h h l hi e im.pert-.aneC-
human-animal bo d . ' w ose sc 0 ars P explores the 

. - un ary, notes that despite what is termed the "a i al " . 
multiple subfields of the humanities and social . " . n tum in I l b sciences, educatlon science 
arge y a sent from these developn1ents" (p 241) p d seems · r · · e ersen argues there are thr 

pnm.ary reasons ior this absence: the "humanist" tradition ( hi . . ee 
previous chapter) that centers the rational hum b' thw ch I discussed in the an su as e "i trum d 
product of education" (p. 241). th J d ·Ch. . . . ns ent an end , e u eo- nshan tradition (echoin Noddi 
2006); and school as a byproduct oftl · ali d . g ngs, 
only reinscribes and 'closes' c::e;::es ''not 
tends to sustam and reinforce th . . . ut also e incorporat:ton of animals · · · 
modes of production and consumption" (pp 241-42) A capitalist-specific 
comments, even philosophers of educati n h. . s ra ey Rowe (2009) 

M 
o ave not explored these · 

arcus Weaver-Hightower (ZOl l) . hi al . connections. in s an ys1s of why food ,is not included in 
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